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Let V ; R n be a non-empty bounded open and convex set and let f be a real
function defined on the boundary of the set V. A necessary and sufficient
condition is given for f to be extendable to a convex and lipschitzian function
defined on the whole space R n. The solution u to the degenerate case of the
w 2 xMonge]Ampere equation det ­ ur­ x ­ x s 0, u s f on the boundary of V, isÂ i j
lipschitzian if and only if f satisfies this condition. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The following problem is investigated in this paper. Given an open
convex and bounded set V ; R n and a real-valued function f defined on
the boundary of the set V we ask when the function f can be extended
onto the whole R n to a convex and Lipschitz function. It is rather clear
that if f admits such an extension then the function w : V ª R, defined byf
the formula
w x s sup u x : u: V ¬ R is convex and u F f on bd V , 1 .  .  .  . 4f
has the smallest possible Lipschitz constant in V. Since w is the general-f
ized solution of the degenerate Monge ] Ampere equationÁ
w 2 x  w xdet ­ ur­ x ­ x s 0 in V and u s f on the boundary of V see, e.g., 2i j
w x .or 4 for details , our extension problem is related to the problem of
regularity of solutions of the degenerate case of the Monge]AmpereÁ
equation.
2. MAIN RESULT
THEOREM 1. Let V ; R n be a non-empty bounded open and con¨ex set
 .  .and let f : bd V ª R be a function, where bd V denotes the boundary of
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the set V. The function f admits a con¨ex extension w : R n ª R satisfying thef
Lipschitz condition with constant L if and only if the following condition is
fulfilled,
f x q f y x q y .  .
f z y F L z y , C .  .
2 2
 .for all x, y, z g bd V .
Proof. It is easy to see that any convex function u: R n ª R satisfying
 .the Lipschitz condition with constant L satisfies condition C as well.
 .Let us suppose now that the function f satisfies condition C . It follows
from this condition that f is lipschitzian with constant L, so it is continu-
ous. Moreover, f is convex on any convex subset of its domain. Let us
denote by V the closure of the set V. At the first step we define
 .w : V ª R by the formula 1 . Obviously, w is a convex function satisfyingf f
 .the inequality w F f on bd V .f
 .Let us fix arbitrary x g V and denote by ­ w x the subgradient of thef
function w at the point x. It is a well-known fact from convex analysis,f
w x  .see, e.g., 3, Theorems 23.2 and 23.4, pp. 216]217 , that ­ w x is af
non-empty compact and convex set and
 :w y G w x q e, y y x , .  .f f
 .  :for any y g V and any e g ­ w x ? , ? stands for the euclidean scalarf
n.  .product in R . Let us fix additionally arbitrary e g ­ w x . We claim that:f
 .a the set
 :V x , e s z g bd V : w x q e, z y x s f z .  .  .  . 4f f
is non-empty;
 .  .b x g conv V x, e andf
 :w y s w x q e, y y x , .  .f f
 .for all y g conv V x, e , where conv Z denotes the convex hull of the setf
Z;
 . 5 5 5 5 nc e F L, where ? denotes the euclidean norm in R .
 .  . wProving a and b we will use arguments similar to those of 1, Proof of
xLemma 2 .
 .  .Proof of a . Assume that V x, e s B. Then we havef
 :w x q e, z y x - f z , .  .f
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 .  .for all z g bd V . Since bd V is a compact set and the functions f and
 :bd V 2 z ¬ w x q e, z y x .  .f
the continuous, there exists an a ) 0 such that
 :w x q e, z y x q a F f z , .  .f
 .for all z g bd V . The function
 :V 2 y ¬ u y s w x q e, y y x q a .  .f
is convex and satisfies the inequality u F f on the boundary of the set V.
Thus, by the definition of w , it should be u F w . However, we havef f
u x s w x q a ) w x , .  .  .f f
a contradiction.
 .  .Proof of b . We shall prove first that x g conv V x, e . Suppose thatf
 .  .x f conv V x, e . Since conv V x, e is a non-empty compact and convexf f
 . set, there exists an x g conv V x, e closest to x the projection of x1 f




q  :V x , e s z g bd V : z y x , x y x G 0 . 4 .  .f 2 2 1
Clearly, x / x and1 2
 :x y z , x y x G 0,1 1
 . q .for any z g conv V x, e . There are two possibilities: V x, e s B orf f
q . q .V x, e / B. If V x, e s B, then the convex functionf f
 :  :V 2 y ¬ u y s w x q e, y y x q y y x , x y x .  .f 2 2 1
 .satisfies the inequality u F f on the boundary bd V . By the definition of
the function w , it should be then u F w , in V, but we havef f
 : 5 5 2u x s w x q x y x , x y x s w x q x y x ) w x , .  .  .  .f 2 2 1 f 2 1 f
q . q .a contradiction. In the case of V x, e / B, for any z g V x, e and forf f
 .any z g conv V x, e , we havef
5 5 5 5z y z G x y x ) 0.2 1
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q .  .It follows from this inequality that V x, e l V x, e s B, so thatf f
 :w x q e, z y x - f z , .  .f
q . q .in V x, e . Since the set conv V x, e is non-empty and compact and ff f
is continuous, there exists an a ) 0 such that
 :w x q e, z y x q a F f z , .  .f
q .  .for all z g V x, e . Since bd V is a bounded set, there exists an e ) 0f
such that
 :e z y x , x y x F a ,2 2 1
 .for all z g bd V . Let us consider the function u: V ª R given by the
formula
 :  :u y s max w x q e, y y x , w x q e, y y x .  .  . f f
 :qe y y x , x y x .42 2 1
 . q .If z g bd V _ V x, e , thenf
 :u z s w x q e, z y x F w z F f z . .  .  .  .f f
q .If z g V x, e , thenf
 :  :u z s w x q e, z y x q e z y x , x y x .  .f 2 2 1
 :F w x q e, z y x q a F f z . .  .f
Thus, by the convexity of u and by the definition of w , it should bef
u F w . We have howeverf
 : 5 5 2u x s w x q e x y x , x y x s w x q e x y x ) w x , .  .  .  .f 2 2 1 f 2 1 f
 .a contradiction. We have just proved the relation x g conv V x, e .f
 .  .For z g V x, e , by the relation e g ­ w x , we havef f
 :w z F f z s w x q e, z y x F w z . .  .  .  .f f f
 .Therefore, for any z g V x, e ,f
 :w z s f z s w x q e, z y x . .  .  .f f
 .  :Since y ¬ w x q e, y y x is an affine function it follows from thef
definition of w thatf
 :w y s w x q e, y y x , .  .f f
 .  .for all y g conv V x, e . This finishes the proof of b .f
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 .  .Proof of c . Since x g V j conv V x, e and V is an open convexf
 .  .set, there exist z , z g V x, e such that z q z r2 g V. Let us take1 2 f 1 2
t ) 0 to satisfy the condition0
z q z1 2 q t e g bd V .02
 .  .  .and define z s z q z r2 q t e. By C , the relations z , z g V x, e ,1 2 0 1 2 f
and by the inequality
 :f z G w z w x q e, z y x , .  .  .f f
we have
z q z f z q f z .  .1 2 1 2
L z y G f z y .
2 2
 :  :w x q e, z y x q w x q e, z y x .  .f 1 f 2s f z y .
2
z q z1 2s f z y w x y e, y x .  .f  ;2
z q z1 2G w z y w x y e, y x .  .f f  ;2
z q z1 2 :G w x q e, z y x y w x y e, y x .  .f f  ;2
z q z z q z1 2 1 2
5 5s e, z y s e z y , ;2 2
 . 5 5because e and z y z q z r2 are colinear. Therefore, e F L and the1 2
 .proof of c is finished.
 .We are going to prove that w s f on the set bd V . Since x g V andf
 .   ..e g ­ w x in c were chosen arbitrarily, w is lipschitzian with constantf f
L in V. Thus, we can extend the restriction w on the closure V by thef < V
standard formula
w z s lim w x . .  .f f
V2xªz
Clearly, w is convex and lipschitzian with constant L in V and agrees withf
w in V. In order to prove the equality w s f on the boundary of the setf f
 .V it is enough to show that w G f on bd V . Let us fix arbitraryf
 .z g bd V and let us take any sequence x g V tending to z as k ª `.0 k 0
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 .  .  .By a and b , for each k g N, x g conv V x , e , w coincides withk f k k f
the affine function
 :y ¬ w x q e , y y x .f k k k
 .in conv V x , e and this affine function coincides with f in the setf k k
 .  .V x , e , where e is an element of ­ w x . For each k g N, byf k k k f k
Caratheodory's Theorem, we haveÂ
nq1
k kx s t z ,k i i
is1
k k  . nq1 kwhere t G 0, z g V x , e , i s 1, . . . , n q 1, and  t s 1. Takingi i f k k is1 i
suitable subsequences if necessary we can assume that
t k ª t , z k ª z , e ª e,i i i i k
kª` kª` kª`
k w x k  . 5 5since t g 0, 1 , z g bd V , and e F L, for all i s 1, . . . , n q 1 andi i k
nq1  .k g N. Obviously, t G 0,  t s 1, z g bd V , for i s 1, . . . , n q 1 andi is1 i i
5 5e F L. Moreover, because of the conditions
nq1
k kx s t z ,k i i
is1
k  k : kw z s w x q e , z y x s f z , . .  .f i f k k i k i
and
 :w x q e , z y x F f z , .  .f k k k
 .satisfied for all i s 1, . . . , n q 1, k g N, and z g bd V , we have
nq1
z s t z ,0 i i
is1
 :w z s w x q e , z y x s f z , 2 .  .  .  .f i f k k i k i
and
 :w z q e, z y z F f z , .  .f 0 0
 .for each i s 1, . . . , n q 1 and z g bd V . Let us fix any supporting
 4  .hyperplane H to V at z . Since z , . . . , z ; bd V and z g H j0 1 nq1 0
 4  4conv z , . . . , z , there exists a non-empty set Z ; H l z , . . . , z1 nq1 1 nq1
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 4such that z g conv Z. It may happen of course that Z s z . Without0 0
 4loss of generality we may assume that Z s z , . . . , z , with m F n. Thus,1 m
m m
x s t z and t s 1. i i i
is1 is1
The function f is convex in the convex set H l conv Z. By Jensen
 .inequality and by 2 ,
m m
 :f z F t f z s t w z q e, z y z s w z . .  .  .  . . 0 i i i f 0 i 0 f 0
is1 is1
 .  .  .  .On the other hand, w z F w z F f z , which implies that w z sf 0 f 0 0 f 0
 .  .w z s f z .f 0 0
We have proved that w is convex, lipschitzian with constant L, andf
agrees with f on the boundary of the set V. The extension of it on the
whole R n can be obtained by any standard way. For example, for any
y g R n we set
 :w y s sup w x q e, y y x : x g V , e g ­ w x . .  .  . 4f f f
w xRemark 1. It is shown in 2, Theorem 2.8 that when V is strictly
 .convex then the function w defined by the formula 1 is the uniquef
 w xgeneralized solution giving the zero Borel measure in V, see, e.g., 2 or
w x .4 for the definition of the degenerate Monge]Ampere equationÁ
2­ u
det s 0, in V ,
­ x ­ xi j 3 .
u s f , on bd V . .
It can be seen easily that the strict convexity assumption is not necessary in
 .the proof of the uniqueness. Thus, under condition C , the function w isf
 .a unique generalized solution to Eq. 3 . Therefore the generalized solu-
tion of this equation is lipschitzian with constant L if any only if the
 . w x  . 1, 1function f satisfies condition C . It is shown in 5 that if bd V g C
1, 1  .. 0, 1 . 1, 1and f g C bd V then the function w belongs to C V and to Cf
 .in every compact subset of the set int V .
 .Remark 2. Condition C is not sufficient when f is defined on a
n  .  .  .4compact set K ; R . To see this take n s 2, K s 0, y1 , 0, 3 , 1, 0 ,
’ .  .  .  .and f 0, y1 s f 0, 3 s 0, f 1, 0 s 2 . Clearly, f satisfies condition C
 .with L s 1. If w is a convex extension of f then it must be w 0, 0 F 0.
Thus,
’ 5 5w 1, 0 y w 0, 0 G 2 ) 1 ? 1, 0 y 0, 0 . .  .  .  .
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 .Remark 3. A lipschitzian function f : bd V ª R does not need to
 .  . 2 2 2 4satisfy condition C . Indeed, let us take V s j , h g R : j q h F 1
 . < <and f j , h s y h . Obviously, f satisfies the Lipschitz condition with
2’ .  .  .constant 1. However, for t g y1, 1 , z s 1, 0 , x s t, 1 y t , andt
2’ .  .y s t,y 1 y t we have x , y g bd V andt t t
1r2f x q f y x q y .  .t t t t2’ ’f z y s 1 y t s 1 q t z y . .
2 2
 .This implies that f does not satisfy condition C with any constant L.
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